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1.0 Abstract

KODA is a long-term deflationary storage of value for the SummitBC 
Ecosystem investors.

Its deflationary tokenomic with rewards due to staking makes the KODA 
token a favorable long-term investment asset. 

KODA (version 2) has improved basic functionality, security, and KODA (version 2) has improved basic functionality, security, and 
flexibility.

2.0 Introduction

KODA has been designed and developed by the SummitBC team to offer 
the ability to earn a passive income* through staking to its holders whilst 
providing income to the business in the form of fees and/or liquidity 
provision. 
  
The KODA token plays a vital role in the SummitBC Ecosystem by keeping 
long-term value, all the Summit Umbrella projects feed back to KODA in 
some way.

*Passive income refers to active income that requires minimal work to 
earn and maintain. 
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3.0 KODA the Token

Key Properties

      Deflationary
      Auto liquidity 
      Self-sufficient marketing
      Rising solid price floor
      Passive income by reflection and staking (double reflection)      Passive income by reflection and staking (double reflection)

Long-term storage of value

To be storage of value the token must have mechanisms that:
      Motivate people to buy and hold tokens,
      Give guarantees of possibility to sell investment position,
      Provide high liquidity,
      Reduce total supply

To provide long-term properties, KODA has 10% fees on every transfer:To provide long-term properties, KODA has 10% fees on every transfer:
      2% is reflected to KODA holders (auto staking).
      8% goes to the fee manager contract.

Motivation to Buy & Hold

KODA holders are able to get income for their KODA tokens:
      Static reflection rewards (auto staking).
      KODA staking rewards

Static ReflectionStatic Reflection

Static reflection has been superseded by the staking model.

Static reflections set to 0% 
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KODA Staking Rewards

KODA holders can earn additional KODA tokens for staking. Year 1 (May 23, 
2022 - May 22, 2023) 9 billion KODA tokens are being provided to the staking 
pool.
https://summitswap.finance/#/staking/deposit

Guaranteed ability to sell

KODA has pairs on PancakeSwap and SummitSwap. Locking liquidity KODA has pairs on PancakeSwap and SummitSwap. Locking liquidity 
provides guaranteed ability to sell at any moment.

Current Lock/s:
KODA/BNB locking transaction 
0xbcd8672d31663389049d30c8dfc752041de30c04e757c539e1e8f18f8be94d7
9

Providing Liquidity

Every transfer of KODA automatically fills liquidity as per the fee manager Every transfer of KODA automatically fills liquidity as per the fee manager 
settings.

https://bscscan.com/address/0x0ed16d49d9b5c97bbaa8d89ada7d7a4c5c
478265#readContract

At the time of writing the Koda liquidity fee is 35% of the fees taken on At the time of writing the Koda liquidity fee is 35% of the fees taken on 
transfers, buys and sells, which is set to 2% buy and 10% sell on SummitSwap 
and 10% buy and 10% sell on PancakeSwap (this is to encourage activity on 
the SummitSwap platform). 
Half of this automatically swaps to the chosen pair, (e.g. BNB) this is added 
with the other half and put into the liquidity pool. 

In addition transfers of the KAPEX tokens fill up liquidity in KAPEX/KODA in the In addition transfers of the KAPEX tokens fill up liquidity in KAPEX/KODA in the 
same way.

An arbitrage situation is possible by multi-pairing KAPEX and KODA, 
encouraging increased trading volume and growth of liquidity.
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Market Making

It is important for SummitSwap to have regular activity. SummitBC run It is important for SummitSwap to have regular activity. SummitBC run 
market-making to build activity within the ecosystem, specified wallets buy 
and sell to give a solid turnover and prevent the token from looking 
stagnant at any point. The company may increase or decrease this activity 
as they see fit. Buybacks are put through this system in order to limit third 
party manipulation.

Price Levelling

An arbitrage situation is often possible between DEX’s. For example the An arbitrage situation is often possible between DEX’s. For example the 
price on SummitSwap may be lower or higher than the price on 
PancakeSwap. The company has a bot that levels the price between token 
pairs. Profits are often made from arbitrage and these are used as an 
additional side income stream to support the business activities.

Reducing Total Supply

Deflationary tokens are purposely designed to reduce supply over time. Deflationary tokens are purposely designed to reduce supply over time. 
Reducing supply increases the investment's attractiveness as a decreased 
number of tokens circulate, meaning there are less tokens for people to 
buy. In other words, the fewer tokens exist, the more attractive the 
investment is.

The deflationary factors of the KODA token include natural causes and 
special functions of deflation. 

The natural causes consist of:The natural causes consist of:

      Limited total supply
      Users loss of access to wallets/ tokens
      Natural retirement of users

The special functions consist of:
      Planned burning
      Transfer fees
      Moving fees to the locked liquidity      Moving fees to the locked liquidity
      Staking with time locking
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KODA’s initial supply was set at 33 billion. This number decreases on every 
transfer. 

Long term the value of a single token is likely to increase as a 
consequence of deflation.

Background Token Burn

The burn address (or dead wallet) receives fees from transfers, which The burn address (or dead wallet) receives fees from transfers, which 
cannot be withdrawn by anybody. Because of this, the number of tokens 
on the burn address grows progressively with trading volume.

In addition the team manually burns KODA tokens.

Potential manual burn triggers include:

      Milestones,
      Marketing events,
      Economy interventions,      Economy interventions,
      etc.
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Inequality between old and new holders

Typically, old holders have an advantage in relation to newcomers. Early 
adopters have a better price position in deflationary tokens with earning 
possibilities. This can discourage new users from investing into assets in 
later stages.

Auto-liquidity creates a solid price floor which reduces inequality.
When a user buys or sells KODA they fill up the liquidity pool. This When a user buys or sells KODA they fill up the liquidity pool. This 
improves price stability.
The more KODA that is added to the liquidity pool the less impact on price 
each future swap makes. Any exodus of early adopters lowers the price, 
however the resulting liquidity pool growth reduces price impact for 
future trades.

Self-sufficient funding

SummitBC team finances some of the operations from the deducted SummitBC team finances some of the operations from the deducted 
marketing fees. These fees are mainly used for:

Building and expanding the project/s,
Marketing and promotional campaigns,
Rewards in the KODA staking,
Rewards in farms,
Events and exhibitions,
General business progression.General business progression.

The main goal is to spend these fees to attract more buyers of KODA and 
provide project longevity.

Integration with SummitSwap

KODA token is a store of value of the SummitBC Ecosystem, the 
ecosystem evolution may affect the KODA price.

In the KODA smart contract there is SummitSwap pair integration and the In the KODA smart contract there is SummitSwap pair integration and the 
ability to forward auto-liquidity to SummitSwap pairs.

When SummitSwap pairs become more attractive for traders and bots it 
is likely it will positively impact the price of related assets such as KODA 
and KAPEX.
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KODA / KAPEX Pairing

The KAPEX token is paired with KODA, this means liquidity provided through 
the automatic liquidity provision and starting liquidity will be converted first 
to KODA. This increases and continues to support KODA volume.

Other Listed Tokens

KODA is the native pairing token of SummitSwap, tokens that list are able to KODA is the native pairing token of SummitSwap, tokens that list are able to 
use the features of SummitSwap to benefit their community and token 
growth providing they pair with KODA. This means every token will need to 
convert BNB to KODA before they can pair it. This KODA will then be paired 
with their token and added as liquidity on SummitSwap.

Staking

Holders can earn interest by staking the KODA token. Holders can earn interest by staking the KODA token. 
(https://summitswap.finance/#/staking/deposit)

When KODA tokens are sent to the staking contract, it creates several 
benefits for the project.
 
These benefits are:
      Reduced selling pressure.
      Improved investment attractiveness.      Improved investment attractiveness.
      Increased engagement of holders in the ecosystem.

Staking rewards come from:
      KODA reserves.
      Project earnings.
      Fees.

Locking Period

Holders are able to stake without locking or choose from 4 locking periods, Holders are able to stake without locking or choose from 4 locking periods, 
namely 3 months, 6 months, 12 months and ‘no locking’ (flexible). The longer 
locking periods attract a higher APY which is calculated based on total 
staked.

9 billion KODA / 365 days = Total daily rewards ( ~24,657,000 KODA)
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KODA V2

The KODA token now lives on two smart contracts: a BEP20 RFI token 
contract and a ‘Fee manager’ contract. The division improves flexibility, 
security, and reduces GAS spendings for transfer and swaps by approxi- 
mately 50-90%.

KODA RFI Contract: KODA RFI Contract: 
https://bscscan.com/token/0x8094e772fA4A60bdEb1DfEC56AB040e17DD
608D5

Fee Manager: 
https://bscscan.com/address/0x0ed16d49d9b5c97bbaa8d89ada7d7a4c
5c478265

KODA RFI Token Contact

Is based on a BEP20 token modified with a reflective mechanism.Is based on a BEP20 token modified with a reflective mechanism.
Each KODA transfer is subject to a fee, except excluded from fees 
addresses.

Exclude From Fee (Labeled _excludeFromFee)
If an address has been added to the list its owner is able to transfer tokens 
without fees. This function is supposed to be used for technical wallets like 
payment gates, staking contracts, services, etc.

Include in Fee (Labeled _includeInFee)Include in Fee (Labeled _includeInFee)
Removes wallet address from the list “Exclude From Fee” if it had been 
added before.

Exclude From Reward (Labeled _exculdeFromReward)
If an address has been added to the list its owner doesn’t receive If an address has been added to the list its owner doesn’t receive 
reflection rewards. This function is supposed to be used to exclude 
technical wallets (payment gates, services, centralized exchanges, etc) 
from receiving reflection rewards. If an address that contains a KODA 
token is excluded from the reward, its rewards go to not excluded 
addresses.

Include In Reward (Labeled _includeInReward)
This function reverses the address from the list of excluded from reward This function reverses the address from the list of excluded from reward 
addresses
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Recover Tokens (Labeled _recover Tokens)
Sometimes users send tokens to the contract by mistake. Smart contracts 
aren’t able to return assets to the user by default. This function makes it 
possible to withdraw funds that had been sent by mistake back to the 
user.

Reduce Buy Fee (Labeled _reduceBuyFee)
This function allows the reduction of the deducted fees and reflections on This function allows the reduction of the deducted fees and reflections on 
only buys against the setPai- rAddress, this allows the running of 
promotional sales.

Lock and Unlock (Labeled _lock, _unlock)
Lock function forbids a KODA contract owner to change write-functions 
during its duration to prevent a
possibility of malicious manipulation. Unlock function turns off lock if possibility of malicious manipulation. Unlock function turns off lock if 
lock’s duration is expired.

Liquidity Provider (Labeled _SetKodaLiquidityProviderAddress)
Allows changing Fees Manager contract that manages fees and liquidity 
of KODA token.

KODA Fees Manager 

KODA v2 sends a proportion (Labeled _feeTotalBNBDeductible) of every 
transaction to a fee manager contract set in the KODA v2 contract 
functions.

This allows for amendments and improvements to the fee manager 
without the need for any further migration of the token.

The KODA fee manager contract address (Labeled The KODA fee manager contract address (Labeled 
_KodaLiquidityProviderAddress)

Recover Tokens (Labeled _recover Tokens)
Sometimes users send tokens to the contract by mistake. Smart contracts 
aren’t able to return assets to the user by default. This function makes it 
possible to withdraw funds that had been sent by mistake back to the 
user.
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Reduce Buy Fee (Labeled _reduceBuyFee)
This function allows the reduction of the deducted fees and reflections on 
only buys against the setPairAddress, this allows the running of 
promotional sales.

Lock and Unlock (Labeled _lock, _unlock)
Lock function forbids a KODA contract owner to change write-functions Lock function forbids a KODA contract owner to change write-functions 
during its duration to prevent a
possibility of malicious manipulation. Unlock function turns off lock if 
lock’s duration is expired.

Execution

The execution fee manager function is (Labeled 
disburseSwapAndLiquifyTokens)

The fee manager is executed on or soon after the threshold limit. The fee manager is executed on or soon after the threshold limit. 

Higher trading volume of KODA could result in raising the threshold to 
save on gas spendings, however a higher price of KODA could also result 
in the threshold being reduced.

By carrying out the swap and liquify function in bulk rather than on every 
buy and sell transaction there is a significant overall saving on user gas 
spending.

The cost per buy/sell transaction of KODA v2 is approximately 20% of the The cost per buy/sell transaction of KODA v2 is approximately 20% of the 
cost of KODA v1.

At the point of the fee manager execution, there are a number of 
processes that happen.
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Auto KODA Liquidity

A percentage of the funds are sent to liquidity. Half of which are sold to the 
set pairing token and then paired with the other half on the set 
decentralized exchange  (Labeled b1_feeKodaBNBLiquidity)

Auto KAPEX Liquidity

This works in the same way as the auto liquidity above except supports This works in the same way as the auto liquidity above except supports 
the price floor of KODA’s sister token KAPEX.
(Labeled b2_feeKapexBNBLiquidity)

Staking Pool

This function allows fees to be sent to a pool that feeds the staking model. 
(Labeled b3_feeKodaStakingPool)

Marketing Funds

A percentage of the funds are sold to BNB and sent directly to the business A percentage of the funds are sold to BNB and sent directly to the business 
marketing address (Labeled b4_feeMarketing)

Dev Fee

This fee allows a proportion of fees to be sent to a different wallet to the 
marketing funds. (Labeled b5_feeDev)

Burn Fee

This fee allows a proportion of fees to be sent to the burn wallet. (Labeled This fee allows a proportion of fees to be sent to the burn wallet. (Labeled 
b5_feeBurn)
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5.0 Conclusion from the CEO

We thank each and every member of our community, and continue to 
build and strive for greatness. Good things take time to create and we are 
here for the long haul.

Each project under the SummitBC umbrella is built in mind of raising Each project under the SummitBC umbrella is built in mind of raising 
funds to take the overall business and our native token KODA to the next 
stages.
Whilst the Summit Umbrella is initially funded largely by outside sources 
the long term plan is for KODA and other Summit projects to become a 
functional and profitable business.

SummitBC has diversified and built a business around providing third SummitBC has diversified and built a business around providing third 
party services which means that the project is not reliant on fees from 
KODA trading volume which gives the project flexibility in both bull and 
bear markets.

Based around our principles of TTE (Trust, Tech first and Ease of use) 
SummitBC aims to continue to pivot and adapt within the fast paced 
environments of DeFi and NFTs with KODA at the heart of all its activities.

We look forward to a bright future for KODA and supporting projects.We look forward to a bright future for KODA and supporting projects.

James
CEO
https://twitter.com/kceoda (@kceoda)
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